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1. General
1.1 How to use this manual
This manual covers technical data and properties of the decentral servo-drive esiMotXL in the versions:
FIBRODRIVEplus__/_.1xx Amplifier Version
FIBRODRIVEplus__/_.2xx PLC Interface
FIBRODRIVEplus__/_.3xx Profibus-DP
FIBRODRIVEplus__/_.5xx RS485.
More information to the Profibus-DP version of the FIBRODRIVEplus is in the “user manual Profibus DP-Interface
FIBRODRIVEplus”.
There is a separate user guide for the CANopen version of the FIBRODRIVEplus.



!

This user manual contains safety instructions which have to be observed!

1.2 Signs and Symbols

!

This sign indicates a risk of injury, if the instructions are not strictly observed.

H

This sign indicates a risk of damage to the product or other pieces of equipment, if the instructions are
not strictly observed.



This sign indicates tips and useful information for easier handling of the product.

Important advice for explosion prevention. Disregarding causes abolishment of the explosion protection
with hazards resulting.

1.3 Safety advice

!

Please read the manual carefully before you use the FIBRODRIVEplus.
Inappropriate use of this product may cause damages to the motor or other pieces of equipment or
other products.
Make sure, the CE-Regulations are met by the complete system. Depending on the application, other
national regulations, like UL or DIN have to be met as well.
Strictly observe safety precautions VDE0100, VDE0100, VDE0113, VDE0160, EN50178 and the
accident prevention regulation of your employer’s liability insurance. Other regulations may apply.
In case of questions, contact your local dealer.

Adherence to this manual is basic requirement for the safe operation of the motor in a explosive
environment. The motor may put in operation only if:
-

operational conditions comply with the type plate

-

no damages are present

-

all relevant safety advises have been observed

Only explosion-protected motors may be used in explosive environments. Those motors are
identifiable through the special ATEX type-plate.
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1.4 Changes
The information in this document are subject to changes without proclamation. The manufacturer accepts no
liability in case of errors in this manual.

1.5 Copyright
© All rights reserved. No part of this manual may be reproduced or transferred, in no form or with any means,
neither electronic nor on mechanical way, including photo copying, or by any information logging system, without
previous written permission by the manufacturer.

1.6 Conclusion
There may be working functions in the controller which are not described in this manual. However, there are no
claims to this functions for new delivered or repaired parts.
We have checked this manual with the hard- and software. Yet there might be differences. We appreciate all
suggestions for improvement.
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2. Abstract FIBRODRIVEplus „all in one“
The digital controlled FIBRODRIVEplus can handle torque and speed control as well as positioning with a
brushless Servo-motor.
The FIBRODRIVEplus drive with integrated electronics features the facility to communicate with a PLC with or
without bus. Without bus, the link is accomplished through standard signals like 0 – 10 V, +/- 10V or 0/4 – 20
mA. Stored records and programs may be started by the use of digital inputs. This solution offers the
advantage to realise simple or just single-axis drive tasks with a cost efficient PLC without extensive busses.
The brushless drive with integrated 4Q controller opts the trouble-free connection to common fieldbusses like
Profibus, CANopen or RS485. The fieldbus protocols Profibus-DP and CANopen DSP402 are supported.
There is a comfortable Windows-software available for setting-up operation, parameter setting, getting status
information and diagnostics.
The drive is available with different motor sizes up to 1.8kW. The FIBRODRIVEplus is supplied directly by 230V AC.

!

Wiring and start-up of this device may be done by trained personnel only. Read the manual
carefully. Note especially the installation requirements and notes for initial start-up. Nonadherence to the instructions will result in loss of warranty and liability on the part of the
manufacturer.
This unit monitors internal operation conditions as well as on equipment side.
However, malfunctions caused by defective elements cannot be prevented in any case.
Personal danger has to be avoided at system side by interrupting the operating voltage
through an emergency stop chain.



This is a category 2 product (industrial environment). It may cause high frequency
interference in a residential environment, which requires interference suppression.
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2.1 System Description
The complete controller is in a compact housing which is flanged onto the motor.
All electric connections to the complete system are done with 2 respectively 4 (with fieldbus) circular plug-in
connectors, which face in direction of the motor axis (A-bearing shield).
Configuration can be done through the serial RS232 interface using the PC-Software “Servo Link”. Diagnostics
are feasible via this interface as well. On versions with fieldbus all parameters can be set through the fieldbus.

2.2 Interfacing the FIBRODRIVEplus
2.2.1 Via Analogue Input (FIBRODRIVEplus__.1xx Amplifier Mode)
The analogue input determines speed or torque, depending on the selected working mode of the
FIBRODRIVEplus. Positioning (if needed) is done through a superordinate CNC. Encoder outputs provide
a position feedback.
Digital inputs and output may be assigned to desired functions.

Open Loop
+

M
3

-

Status

+/- 10V
0...10V;
0(4)...20mA
A/B/Z +24V
Enable*
Controller switching*
Direction*
Stop*
Ready

Monitoring
functions

Digital
I/O

Amplifier mode
Speed and torque regulator

The available input and output functions are shown on page 67.

2.2.2 Via digital Inputs (FIBRODRIVEplus__.2xx PLC Interface)
The FIBRODRIVEplus is controlled through digital inputs.
Records are stored via programming through PC-software. Recall is feasible through digital inputs.
Digital inputs and outputs may be assigned to desired functions.

Enable*
Start*
Record selection*
Reference switch*
Limit siwtch*
Brake*
Position reached*
Ready*

Digital
I/O

M
3
Status

Positions
memory

Positioning
module

Closed Loop

Monitoring
functions

Positioning mode (position loop)
Speed and torque regulator

The available input and output functions are shown on page 68
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2.2.3 Via Fieldbus
(FIBRODRIVEplus__.3-5xx) There are
- Profibus
DP
three
types of –fieldbusses
available:
- CANopen DSP402
- RS485
All functions are controlled through fieldbus.
Digital inputs and outputs are assigned to the desired functions. The available functions are described form page
70 on.
A detailed description of all commands and working modes can be found in the manuals „Profibus-DP Interface
FIBRODRIVEplus“, „CANopen Interface FIBRODRIVEplus“ or „RS485 Interface FIBRODRIVEplus“

There is a separate manual for the FIBRODRIVEplus with CANopen interface.

Enable*
Limit switch*
Stop*
Positioning*
Programm end*

Bus

CommandRegister

Digital
I/O

M
3
Status

CANopen
Profibus-DP
RS485

Positioning
module

Fieldbus connection

Monitoring
functions

Positioning mode (position loop)
Speed and torque regulator

The available input and output functions are shown on page 70
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3. Working Modes



The operating mode which is active after power-on is selectable through parameter adjustment.
(ServoLink: Parameter/User/Working mode). During operation the working mode may be altered through a
program, through inputs or by field-bus command.

3.1 Mode 1: Speed regulation
The set value for the revolution speed is compared to the actual value. Load-dependent changes in revolution
speed are compensated within current- and power-limits of motor.
The parameters for speed control (P- and I-contribution) determine the reaction of the regulator.

3.2 Mode 2: Torque regulation
The set value for the motor torque is compared to the actual value and set appropriate.
The parameters for torque control (P- and I- contribution) determine the reaction of the regulator.

3.3 Mode 4: Positioning
Only available in the PLC and Fieldbus versions.
PLC-version: Processing of stored records and programs (Chapter 7 on page 35)
Fieldbus-versions: The detailed description of the according commands and operating modes are subject to the
“Manual Profibus-DP Interface FIBRODRIVEplus” respectively “Manual CANopen Interface FIBRODRIVEplus”
or “Manual RS485 Interface FIBRODRIVEplus”.

3.3.1 Absolute Positioning:
Move to a absolute target position (in increments). Positioning speed, acceleration ramp and deceleration ramp
may be adjusted.

3.3.2 Relative Positioning:
Move a distance to the actual position (in increments). Positioning speed, acceleration ramp and deceleration
ramp may be adjusted.

3.3.3 Jog Mode (Rapid traverse /Creep speed)
A positive signal on the input causes a move by the number of increments which are stated in the parameters
(ServoLink: Parameter/Jog/Tip increments). A continuos input sets the drive to continuos move after a delay time
of 100ms. There is no delay, if the tip increments are set to 0.
The activation of the standstill-brake is delayed for 2 seconds in jog mode. There is no delay after a continuos
movement.
The maximum travel is 2.140 Mio increments. After that the drive stops. A new positive edge starts it again. The
speed is determined via parameters for rapid traverse and creep speed. The selection of what speed to take is
determined by another input. Creep speed is used, if no input is assigned to “Rapid Traverse”.
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3.4 Mode 5: Switch-over speed/torque regulation
One of the inputs can be assigned to controller switching. In the operating mode “switch-over speed/
torque-regulation” this input determines if the FIBRODRIVEplus is set to speed or torque regulation.
The parameters for torque and speed control determine the behaviour of the motor.

 It’s not possible to change the working mode as long as an error persists.
3.5 Mode 6: Switch-over Positioning / Torque regulation
One of the inputs can be assigned to controller switching. In the operating mode “switch-over positioning/
torque-regulation” this input determines if the FIBRODRIVEplus is set to positioning mode or torque regulation.

 It’s not possible to change the working mode as long as an error persists.
3.6 Mode 7: Switch-over Positioning / Speed regulation
One of the inputs can be assigned to controller switching. In the operating mode “switch-over positioning/
speed-regulation” this input determines if the FIBRODRIVEplus is set to positioning mode or speed regulation.

 It’s not possible to change the working mode as long as an error persists.
3.7 Electronic Axle
To activate the operating mode "electronic axle" the inputs 3 and 4 have to be assigned to Clock/Channel A and
Direction/Channel B.
There is the choice of clock/direction and channel A/Channel B in the user settings of the parameters. There it's
also possible to invert the sense of rotation and to select the edge to detect. Further more, a gear-ratio may be
selected.

 This operating mode is selected by assigning inputs 3 and 4 to the electronic axle functions. There is no
way of switching between position, speed or torque control and electronic axle.
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4. Reference run
The sequence is determined by parameter. It’s determined in the user configuration whether a reference run is
required or not.

4.1 Parameter
Acceleration ramp
Deceleration ramp
Search velocity
Positioning velocity
Reference offset
Torque limit for
referencing to block
Reference mode

[ms]
[ms]
[rpm]
[rpm]
[inc.]
[%]
Reference switch
type

Search direction

Index-pulse

-3

to block / search direction negative

-2

to block / search direction positive

-1

set to zero

Positioning
direction

1

Limit switch (BC)

-

yes

+

2

Limit switch (BC)

+

yes

-

7

Make contact

+

yes

-

8

Make contact

+

yes

+

9

Break contact

+

yes

-

10

Break contact

+

yes

+

11

Break contact

-

yes

+

12

Break contact

-

yes

-

13

Make contact

-

yes

+

14

Make contact

-

yes

-

23

Make contact

+

No

+

24

Make contact

+

No

-

25

Break contact

+

No

+

26

Break contact

+

No

-

27

Break contact

-

No

+

28

Break contact

-

No

-

29

Make contact

-

No

+

30

Make contact

-

No

-

33

/

-

Yes

-

34

/

+

Yes

+

 This reference modes differ from the esiMot's CANopen version.
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4.2 Sequence
4.2.1 Referencing to block
Mode -3

Starting point

Mode -2

Starting point

The input “Referencing” starts the FIBRODRIVEplus in the selected direction. As soon as with the touch of
the block the adjusted torque is exceeded the position is set to 0.

H Adjust the torque limit for referencing to block according to the application. (PC-Software „ServoLink“:
Parameter/User or via fieldbus)

 Check the working mode if the reference – run was aborted.
4.2.2 Simple zero setting
Mode -1

Starting point

0

The input “Referencing“ sets the actual position to 0.

 This function is not possible with an existent error message.
4.2.3 Referencing with index pulse
Mode 1

Starting point

Starting point

Limit switch
Index pulse

Mode 2

Starting point

Starting point

Limit switch
Index pulse
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Starting point

Starting point

Referenceswitch
Limit switch
Index pulse

Mode 7

Starting point

Starting point

H
Remedy

Referenceswitch
Limit switch
Index pulse

Mode 8

Starting point

Starting point

Referenceswitch
Limit switch
Index pulse

Mode 8

Starting point
H

Referenceswitch

Remedy

Limit switch
Index pulse
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Starting point

Starting point

Referenceswitch
Limit switch
Index pulse

Mode 9

Starting point

Starting point

H
Remedy

Referenceswitch
Limit switch
Index pulse

Mode 10

Starting point

Starting point

Referenceswitch
Limit switch
Index pulse

Mode 10

Starting point
H

Referenceswitch

Remedy

Limit switch
Index pulse
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Starting point

Starting point

Referenceswitch
Limit switch
Index pulse

Mode 11

Starting point

Starting point

H
Remedy

Referenceswitch
Limit switch
Index pulse

Mode 12

Starting point

Starting point

Referenceswitch
Limit switch
Index pulse

Mode 12

Starting point

H
Referenceswitch

Remedy

Limit switch
Index pulse
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Starting point

Starting point

Referenceswitch
Limit switch
Index pulse

Mode 13

Starting point

Starting point

H
Remedy

Referenceswitch
Limit switch
Index pulse

Mode 14

Starting point

Starting point

Referenceswitch
Limit switch
Index pulse

Mode 14

Starting point

H
Referenceswitch

Remedy

Select other referencing mode.

Limit switch
Index pulse



The reference switch should be mounted in a way, that half a motor revolution is between the rear
switching edge and the index pulse.

 Check the working mode if the reference – run was aborted.
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Starting point

Index pulse

Mode 34

Starting point

Index pulse
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4.2.4 Referencing without index pulse
Mode 24

Starting point

Starting point

Referenceswitch
Limit switch

Mode 24

Starting point

Starting point

H
Remedy

Referenceswitch
Limit switch

Mode 23

Starting point

Starting point

Referenceswitch
Limit switch

Mode 23

Starting point
H

Referenceswitch

Remedy

Limit switch
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Starting point

Starting point

Referenceswitch
Limit switch

Mode 26

Starting point

Starting point

H
Remedy

Referenceswitch
Limit switch

Mode 25

Starting point

Starting point

Referenceswitch
Limit switch

Mode 25

Starting point
H

Referenceswitch

Remedy

Limit switch
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Starting point

Starting point

Referenceswitch
Limit switch

Mode 27

Starting point

Starting point

H
Remedy

Referenceswitch
Limit switch

Mode 28

Starting point

Starting point

Referenceswitch
Limit switch

Mode 28

Starting point

H
Referenceswitch

Remedy

Limit switch
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Starting point

Starting point

Referenceswitch
Limit switch

Mode 29

Starting point

Starting point

H
Remedy

Referenceswitch
Limit switch

Mode 30

Starting point

Starting point

Referenceswitch
Limit switch

Mode 30

Starting point

H
Referenceswitch

Remedy

Limit switch

 Check the working mode if the reference – run was aborted.
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4.3 Referencing with the absolute encoder
The absolute encoder provides the actual position at any time. It is not necessary to reference after each
initialising. However, it is necessary to adjust the absolute encoder once.

 Only referencing modes without index pulse work together with an absolute encoder.
In the parameter area – not accessible to the user – the travel range of the absolute encoder is stored. This is the
maximum travel range for the drive. On delivery the same amount of revolutions in positive and negative direction
are allowed. The parameter „Absolute encoder travel range offset“ allows the adjustment of this to suit the
application respectively the mounting situation.

State after referencing
Travel range of absolute encoder
50%

50%
0

-

+

Travel range offset +40%
70%

30%
0

-

+

Reference preset 10000
70%

30%
10000

-

+

072.439

The travel range offset is in respect to the available range. I.e. 40% of 50%.



After a successful reference run the PC-software Servo Link shows in diagnostic mode in the
section status: “Reference: Set”. The status is readable via fieldbus as well.
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5. Brake
The controller does the brake-handling completely, if there is an optional standstill brake fitted into the



Deselect the brake within the parameters, if it shall be open all time
FIBRODRIVEplus.
(ServoLink: Parameter/Motor/Standstill brake No; see page 61 also)

There is no brake available for ATEX-type motors.

5.1 Bake management – Clamping
The automatic brake management may be activated in the parameters.
(ServoLink: Parameter/User/Brake management  Activated)
This brake management works as clamping. After each positioning the brake is closed automatically.
The response time for opening and closing of the brake are automatically taken into account when using the
following record function. A programmed delay time starts after the brake is closed.

Clamping
Sequence with following set direct after delay time.
Position
Delay time
Positionwindow

Regulator

On
Off

Output
"Position reached"

+24V

Output
"Regulator active"

+24V

Brake

0V

0V

closed
open

tcl.
Response time
"Closing"
The brake response time is taken into account for the calculation of the delay time.
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The brake is not closed if the programmed delay time (following record direct after delay time) is shorter than the
response time for closing and opening the brake.

Clamping
Sequence with following set direct after delay time, exception delay time < (tcl. + top.)
Position
Delay time

Positionswindow

Regulator

On
Off

Output
"Position reached"

+24V

Output
"Regulator active"

+24V

Brake

0V

0V

closed
open

tcl.
Response time
"Closing"
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Consider, new drive commands are delayed by the response time for brake opening.

Clamping
New drive
command

Position

Positionwindow

Regulator

On
Off

Output
"Position reached"

+24V

Output
"Regulator active"

+24V

Brake

0V

0V

closed
open

tcl.
Response time
"Closing"
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5.2 Controlling the brake through enable input:
Deactivate the brake management (ServoLink: Parameter/User/Brake management  Deactivated) to control
the brake through the “Enable” input.
The standstill brake is activated (closed) with the falling edge of the enable input. The motor regulator is switched
of after the response time for closing the brake.
The regulator is activated with the rising edge of the enable input. A new drive command may be given after the
response time for brake opening.

Brakemode A

Enable

24V
0V

Regulator

On
Off

Output
"Regulator active"

+24V

Output
"Ready"

+24V

0V

0V

closed

Brake

Drive command

H

open

permitted
not permitted

tcl.

top.

Response time
"Closing"

Response time
"Opening"

The standstill brake is not designed to brake down the motor frequently. Recurring load brake action
may not be accomplished with the standstill brake.
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5.3 Closing the brake on errors
Errors which cause the regulator to shut-off or a missing enable input cause the brake to close. Depending on
the type of error the controller reacts with different modes.



Not every error closes the standstill brake. The table in chapter 11 on page 78 show the appropriate brake
mode.

5.3.1 Delayed regulator shut-off
The brake is closed immediately with the detection of the error. The regulator is shut-off after the reaction time
„closing“.
An error acknowledge activates the regulator immediately. A drive command may be given after the response
time „Opening“.

Brakemode A

Regulator

Error-Acknowledge:
Enable L > H or
Acknowledge L > H

Triggerevent:
Error

On
Off

Output
"Regulator active"

+24V

Output
"Ready"

+24V

0V

0V

closed

Brake

Drive command

open

permitted
not permitted

tcl.
Response time
"Closing"
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5.3.2 Immediate regulator shut-off
The brake is closed immediately and the regulator shut-off immediately with the detection of the error.
An error acknowledge activates the regulator immediately. A drive command may be given after the response
time „Opening“.

Brakemode B

Regulator

Error-Acknowledge:
Enable L > H or
Acknowledge L > H

Triggerevent:
Error

On
Off

Output
"Regulator active"

+24V

Output
"Ready"

+24V

0V

0V

closed

Brake

Drive command

open

permitted
not permitted

tcl.
Response time
"Closing"
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6. Safe stop
6.1 General description
The FIBRODRIVEplus is available with the optional function „safe stop/protection against unexpected start“
according to EN954-1 Category 3.
Through this function a safe stop of the motor is accomplished without the need of a mains contactor. The shutoff is performed on two channels. The safety function is obtained even with the event of a single error, because
of this redundancy. The shut-down channels are completely checked on each shut-down / restart. Therefor no
undetected error-burst may happen.
In addition to this, the test can be forced through input operation.
In the event of an error, the restart is inhibited until the freedom from errors is detected.

6.2 Design characteristics:
Diversity through two different shut-down inputs
-

Safe start inhibitor by interrupting the anode potential of the output-stage optocoupler.

-

Controller enable through microprocessor function

Both inputs work according to the quiescent current principle, blackout of the control voltage causes the shutdown.
Monitoring of the plausibility of the two inputs: both inputs need to be switched within a given time.
Internal monitoring of the shut-down function through read-back function.
Short-circuit detection can be activated.

6.3 Safety advice
The drive generates no torque in the state „Safe stop“ and thus no dangerous movements.

!

There is no electrical insulation of the motor from the power supply. There is no protection
against dangerous bodily currents. The complete equipment needs to be galvanically
separated from mains during maintenance and repair works.

!

Hazard: Hanging loads may slump.

!
 Literature:

There is no control of the stand-still position.

BIA-Report 5/2003
EN954-1
EN60204-1

6.4 Requirements on equipment side
Grounding of the control circuit.
Use of two opposed operated position switches (Brake contact / Make contact combination) e.g. guard door.
Use of separated sheathed cables for the shut-down cables or activated short-circuit detection.
For the use of the short-circuit detection, the switches need to be adjusted in such a way, that they switch with a
timely difference.
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6.5 State transition Operational >> Safe stop

Start inhibitor
(X1 - N)

+24V

Safe stop
(X1 - O)

+24V

0V

0V
Set torque

Torque

0
Set speed

Speed

0

closed

Brake

released

min. Delay*
2nd shut down cirucuit
> 100ms
3 sec.

Time tolerance
nd
"2 shut down circuit"
*) with activated short-circuit detection
It is irrelevant which of the two inputs „start inhibitor“ or „safe stop“ is switched first to 0V. The motor drive is
disabled as soon as one of the inputs is switched.
There must be a delay time of min. 100ms between the two input transitions with activated short-circuit detection.

!

Activation of the function „Safe stop“ during operation causes the motor to run out freely. On motors
with built-in standstill brake, the brake falls in.

H

The standstill brake is not designed to brake down the motor frequently. Recurring load brake action
may not be accomplished with the standstill brake.



Error messages regarding the function „Safe stop“ can be acknowledged only when the state „Safe
stop“ is reached distinct, i.e. inputs „Start inhibitor“ and „Safe stop“ both are 0V.
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6.6 State transition „Safe stop“ >> Operational

Start inhibitor
(X1 - N)

+24V

Safe stop
(X1 - O)

+24V

Drive
command

permisible
not
permissible

0V

0V

Set torque

Torque

0
Set speed

Speed

0

min. Delay*
nd
2 shut down cirucuit
> 100ms
3 sec.

Time tolerance
nd
"2 shut down circuit"
*) with activated short-circuit detection
It is irrelevant which of the two inputs „start inhibitor“ or „safe stop“ is switched first to 24V. The motor drive is
enabled as soon as both of the inputs are switched, if this happens within 3 seconds.
There must be a delay time of min. 100ms between the two input transitions with activated short-circuit detection.



Error messages regarding the function „Safe stop“ can be acknowledged only when the state „Safe
stop“ is reached distinct, i.e. inputs „start inhibitor“ and „Safe stop“ both are 0V.
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7. Records and Programs (PLC and Profibus-Version)
7.1 General
The drive features the possibility to store up to 15 records. This records may be connected to programs. The
appropriate functions have to be assigned to in- and outputs. For example M-function and record-selection have
to be assigned in the I/O-configuration.
The processing of stored data is not aborted when new data is sent to the regulator. The actual processed record
is finished without changes and with the start of the next record the new data is read.

7.2 Records and Programs
Via record-selection inputs all 15 records may be selected directly.
The connection of single records to a program is made via the function „following record“. The program-end is
determined by a selection field. With the use of the record-selection inputs processing of a program may be
started at a random record.

7.2.1 Start of records an programs
Enable and record selection inputs need to be activated prior to a record-start.
At program start record #1 is taken unless a different record is selected through record-selection inputs. At the
end of a program the same program is started again at the beginning unless a different program is selected
through record-selection inputs.
Depending on the chosen following-record option of the previous record, a record may start with our without startimpulse. With the use of the following-record option the record-selection inputs are disregarded. See diagrams in
chapter 7.5.

7.2.2 Procedure TEACH-IN
The target position of a stored record may be altered through the input „Teach-in“.
Required: The drive stands on a stored position.
Procedure:
With the use of the inputs „Jog +“ and „Jog-“ the actual position is modified till it has reached the desired
position. Record-selection inputs determine the record for this position to be stored to. A rising edge on the input
„Teach-In“ now stores this position to the selected record.



Only a position may be taught which has been reached through processing of a stored record. The internal
record pointer determines the position to be altered.

 The function „TEACH-IN“ permits the storage of absolute positions, no relative move commands.
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7.3 Record types
There is the choice of the following

Record type

Description

Required Parameter

Optional Parameter

Absolute
Positioning

The drive moves to the given absolute
position.

Velocity, Acceleration,
Deceleration,
Position (Increments)

Delay time, Program end,
Following record
M - Function 1,
M - Function 2, Trigger

Relative
Positioning

The drive travels the amount of given
increments.

Velocity, Acceleration,
Deceleration,
Distance (Increments)

Delay time, Program end,
Following record
M - Function 1,
M - Function 2 , Trigger

Set value
speed
[rpm]

The drive rotates with the given speed for
the delay time. If the delay time is set to 0,
the drive rotates endlessly.

Speed (rpm), Delay time Program end, Following
record
M - Function 1,
M - Function 2, Trigger

Set value
speed
[%]

The drive rotates with the given percentage
of the maximum speed for the delay time. If
the delay time is set to 0, the drive rotates
endlessly.

Speed (%), Delay time

Program end, Following
record
M - Function 1,
M - Function 2, Trigger

Set value
current
[1/10 A]

The drive rotates with the given current
(torque) for the delay time. The resulting
speed depends on the load. If the delay
time is set to 0, the drive rotates endlessly.

Current (1/10A), Delay
time

Program end, Following
record
M - Function 1,
M - Function 2, Trigger

Set value
torque
[%]

The drive rotates with the given percentage
of the torque for the delay time. The
resulting speed depends on the load. If the
delay time is set to 0, the drive rotates
endlessly.

Current (%), Delay time

Program end, Following
record
M - Function 1,
M - Function 2, Trigger

The drive moves in positive direction to the
Absolute
given position.
Positioning
(Rotary axis +)

Velocity, Acceleration,
Deceleration,
Position (Increments)

Delay time, Program end,
Following record
M - Function 1,
M - Function 2, Trigger

The drive moves in negative direction to the
Absolute
given position.
Positioning
(Rotary axis -)

Velocity, Acceleration,
Deceleration,
Position (Increments)

Delay time, Program end,
Following record
M - Function 1,
M - Function 2, Trigger

Reference run conduct reference run. The same modes as
in the parameters are available. (See
chapter 4)

Mode

Delay time, Program end,
Following record,
M - Function 1,
M - Function 2

Functions

The functions Delay time, Program end,
Following record,
M - Function 1, M - Function 2 are available
without drive command.

-

Delay time, Program end,
Following record,
M - Function 1,
M - Function 2., Trigger

Empty record

Selection of „empty record“ deletes the
active record. An empty records acts like a
„Program end“.

-

-
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7.4 Record data in detail
7.4.1 Velocity
Speed at the axle in rpm. (If there is a gearbox mounted to the FIBRODRIVEplus this speed is at the
gearbox input)

7.4.2 Acceleration
Ramp-time form stand-still to the max. speed, programmed by the user (See chapter 10.3).
Example:
Value 1: Speed [rpm]:
Value 2: Acceleration [ms]:

2000
150

Max speed at 100% [rpm]:

3000

 A = 3000rpm/150ms = 20.000 rpm/s
 tA = 2000 rpm/20.000rpm/ = 0,1s (Acceleration time from stand-still to 2000 rpm)
This method provides the advantage of identical acceleration ramps in terms of rpm/s without the need of
recalculation the acceleration time in each set.

7.4.3 Deceleration
Ramp-time form the max. speed, programmed by the user (See chapter 10.3) to stand-still.
Example:
Value 1: Speed [rpm]:
Value 3: Deceleration [ms]:

1000
150

Max speed at 100% [rpm]:

3000

 D = 3000rpm/150ms = 20.000 rpm/s
 tD = 1000 rpm/20.000rpm/s = 0,05s (Deceleration time from 1000 rpm to stand-still)
This method provides the advantage of identical deceleration ramps in terms of rpm/s without the need of
recalculation the deceleration time in each set.

7.4.4 Position
The absolute position in increments. (Consider the axle-resolution)

7.4.5 Distance
Travel from the actual position to the target position in increments. (Consider the axle-resolution.)

7.4.6 Delay time
With record types „Absolute positioning“, „Relative positioning“ and „Reference run“ the delay time gives a delay
until the next record is executed.
With record types „Speed“, „Speed in %“, „Current“ and „Current in %“ the delay time determines how long this
record is executed. The next record may be started only after this time (in ms) is over. With „delay time“ = 0, this
record is executed endlessly. With a stop signal or stop-command the record may be aborted at any time.
The maximum delay time is 65.536ms.

7.4.7 Program end
If a record is marked with „Program end“ the record-selection inputs are used. This next record may be a
„following-record“ with all the options of the following record. See chapter 7.5
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7.4.8 Following record
Common to all types of records is the need for the user to determine how to start the next record. There are four
different options:
- not programmed
requires a further start impulse and follows the record-selection inputs.
- Following record with Start - Impulse
requires a start – impulse, but neglects the record-selection inputs.
- Following record direct after delay time
requires no start – impulse and neglects the record-selection inputs (record change on the fly)
- Approximate positioning
Positioning are processed immediately after each other. There is no stop between single records. It's not
possible to program delay times in between. If "Program end" and "Approximate positioning" is used in a record
at the same time, "Program end" becomes effective. All other functions are identical to "Following record after
delay time".

 Only records with a programmed move are suitable for approximate positioning. E.g. it’s not possible to
approximate a drive command with a referencing mode „set zero“.

Example with M-function in record 2.

Velocity

V2

V1
V3

Record 1

Record 2

Record 3

Record 4

Time

V4

M

See chapter 7.5

7.4.9 M – Function
Digital outputs may be assigned to M-Function1 respectively M-Function 2. This output becomes active when a
M-Functions is activated.
M-Functions are activated at record-start and remain active during the record including delay-time (if
programmed) are executed, at the program-end possibly endless.

7.4.10 Trigger
Input 2 is assignable to the input function „Trigger“. At a rising edge the current processed record is aborted and
the record which is assigned as target is processed. This target can be a single record or a program. The target
may not contain a following record „approximate positioning“. Important is to define a program end, to enable the
jump back to the source.

 A trigger – record may not contain another trigger function.
 The trigger function is not working with modulo positioning (rotary tables).
 The trigger function may not be used to switch over the working mode.
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7.5 Examples for programs
Timing advice:
-

Enable input is needed ahead of the start (≥ 1ms)

-

Record selection inputs are needed ahead of the start (≥ 1ms)

-

The start inputs reacts to the rising edge

The program execution is controlled by record selection, following record and program end. The effect of this
functions is best explained by the following diagrams:

7.5.1 Record with no following record and program end

START

No

Yes

Record
selection X

S1
S2
S4
S8

STOP / ENABLE

Record X:
No following record,
Program end

read
record X

execute
record X

TRIGGER

Execute
trigger record

opt. further
records

abort
record X

ServoLink Example:
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7.5.2 Record with following record with start – impulse, no program end

START

No

Yes

Record
selection N

S1
S2
S4
S8

Record N:
following record with
start-impulse,
no pragram end

read
record N

STOP / ENABLE

Execute
record N

TRIGGER

Execute
trigger record

Abort
record N
opt. further
records
START

No

START

No

Yes
Yes

read
record N+1

Execute
record N+1

ServoLink Example:
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7.5.3 Record with following record direct, no program end

START

Record
selection N

S1
S2
S4
S8

Record N:
following record direct,
no program end

read
record N

STOP / ENABLE

execute
record N

TRIGGER

Execute
trigger record

abort
record N
opt. further
records
START

No

Yes

read
record N+1

execute
record N+1

ServoLink Example:
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7.5.4 Record with following record with start - impulse and program end

Record
selection N

S1
S2
S4
S8

Record N:
following record with
start-impulse and
program end

read
record N

STOP / ENABLE

TRIGGER

execute
record N

abort
record N

START

Yes

Execute
trigger record

opt. further
records

No

START

No

Yes

Record
selection X

S1
S2
S4
S8

Record X: New record or
same program again if
nothing selected by
record selection inputs

read
record X

execute
record X

ServoLink Example:
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7.5.5 Record with following record direct and program end

S1
S2
S4
S8

read
record N

STOP / ENABLE

execute
record N

Record
selection N

Record N:
following record direct
with program end

TRIGGER

abort
record N

START

Execute
trigger record

opt. further
records

No

Yes

Record
selection X

S1
S2
S4
S8

read
record X

Record X: New record or
same program again if
nothing selected by
record selection inputs

execute
record X

ServoLink Example:
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7.5.6 Exception: Move endlessly
Record with following record with start-impulse, no program end

Exception: move endlessly

read
record N

Record N:
Following record with start-impulse,
no Program end
- Set value speed [rpm]
- Set value speed [%]
- Set value current [1/10A]
- Set value nominal torque [%]
Dwell time 0ms

STOP / ENABLE

execute
record N

TRIGGER

Execute
trigger record

START
opt. further
records

abort
record N

START
?

No

Yes

read
record N+1

execute
record N+1

ServoLink Example:
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7.5.7 Exception: Move endlessly
Record with following record with start-impulse, program end

Exception: move endlessly

read
record N

STOP / ENABLE

execute
record N

Record N:
Following record with start-impulse,
Program end
- Set value speed [rpm]
- Set value speed [%]
- Set value current [1/10A]
- Set value nominal torque [%]

TRIGGER

Execute
trigger record

START
opt. further
records

abort
record N

START
?

No

Yes

S1
Record S2
S4
selection X S8

read
record X

execute
record X

ServoLink Example:
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8. Installation
8.1 Safety advice
Please read the manual with great care before using this product

! H

The housing may not be opened.

!

Wiring and start-up of this device may be done by trained personnel only. Read the manual
carefully. Note especially the installation requirements and notes for initial start-up. Nonadherence to the instructions will result in loss of warranty and liability on the part of the
manufacturer.
This unit monitors internal operation conditions as well as on equipment side.
However, malfunctions caused by defective elements cannot be prevented in any case.
Personal danger has to be avoided at system side by interrupting the operating voltage
through an emergency stop chain.

We assume, as an expert, you are familiar with the relevant safety regulations, the accident prevention
regulations of the employers liability insurance company and the VDE regulations and that you can use and
apply them.

!

Depending on the application, it might be necessary to implement additional safety
equipment in order to get a fail-safe system.

Do not disconnect in power-on mode.
Cap unused connectors immediately.

8.2 Electromagnetic compliance (EMC)
Use a shield lug for EMC-compatible wiring with shielded cables.



This is a class C2 product (Industrial environment). In a residential environment this product may
cause high frequency interference, which may require interference suppression action.

!

Persons with a pacemaker may be affected by the magnetic emission of the motor. Avoid
magnetism.

8.3 Intended Use
The drives of the FIBRODRIVEplus... Ex range are intended for the following zones:
Use in zone 2 or 22, according to the specification of the group II, category 3 G/D.
The technical data and the admissible environment stated on the type plate and the
documentation must be adhered to.

The drives of the FIBRODRIVEplus... Ex range are identifiable through their type
plate. Only appropriate marked drives may be used in explosive environments.
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Type plate Ex-type FIBRODRIVEplus:

www.esitron.de

FIBRODRIVEpl
us 31/3.
350.000.000
SN: 124078 Ex
Bj.08
Logik: UN=24V DC
Motor: UN=230VAC
PN=1,05kW
MN=3,2Nm;
nN=3000 1/min

II 3 G/D
Ex tD A22 IP64
T135°C - X
Ex nA IIA T4 - X

The environment may not jeopardise the operational safety e.g. through:
-

corrosion

-

damage of sealing

-

damage of protection painting

etc.

8.4 Hazard Analysis and risk assessment
According to the EU council directive 89/392/EEC the manufacturer is under an obligation to assess the
hazards in order to identify all of those which apply to his machine; he must then design and construct it
taking account of his assessment.
A risk assessment must show the residual risk which need to be documented. For the assessment of
this risks observe the following regulations:
2006/42/EG Machinery directive
EN1050 Safety of Machinery – Principles for risk assessment
EN954 Safety of Machines – Safety relevant part of control systems

The special regulations for erecting electric equipment in explosive areas have to be
observed in addition to the general applicable regulations.



The listed regulations are only a selection for the most important things. Other directives or laws
might apply. This list is not exhaustive.
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8.5 Mechanical installation
The surface of the motor may reach high temperatures, depending on load conditions and ventilation. The
FIBRODRIVEplus has to be mounted in a way a sufficient air flow is ensured.

!

Make sure, the FIBRODRIVEplus is not hot, before touching.

The drives are rated low impact strength.
The impact protection hood must be mounted when operating the drives.
If using a belt pulley:
- Use only belt pulleys which do not electrostatic charge.

PE

H

Protect the FIBRODRIVEplus against falling down parts when assembling and during other
work on the equipment. Remove possibly added covers prior to start-up to avoid
overheating of the drive.

8.6 Ballast resistor
An external ballast resistor is required only on heavy load conditions with fast and frequent braking. Many
applications do not require an external ballast resistor.
The mounting of the ballast resistor has to be in a well ventilated place. The ballast resistor has to be mounted in
a way a sufficient air flow is ensured.

! H

The surface of the brake resistor can reach temperatures of up to 450°C.
The resistor may only be mounted in areas where heat can’t cause fire. Take care that no
flammable or heat-sensitive materials are close to the resistor.

Mount the ballast resistor outside the explosive area.
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8.7 Electrical Installation
8.7.1 Mounting advice
Please read the manual carefully before you use the

!

Wiring and start-up of this device may be done by trained personnel only. Read the manual
FIBRODRIVEplus.
carefully. Note especially the installation requirements and notes for initial start-up. Nonadherence to the instructions will result in loss of warranty and liability on the part of the
manufacturer.
This unit monitors internal operation conditions as well as on equipment side.
However, malfunctions caused by defective elements cannot be prevented in any case.
Personal danger has to be avoided at system side by interrupting the operating voltage
through an emergency stop chain.

!

Make sure, all equipment is powered down, during installation of the FIBRODRIVEplus.

We assume, as an expert, you are familiar with the relevant safety regulations, the accident prevention
regulations of the employers liability insurance company and the DIN regulations and that you can use and apply
them.

!

Permissible safety class: Protective earthing. Operation only permitted with according to
the rules connected protective earth conductor.

Operation of the FIBRODRIVEplus with sole use of a residual-current-operated protective device (RCD) as
safeguard on indirect contact is not allowed.

!

The drive may be used only in machines or other electrical equipment if these are in full
compliance to the EU-directive 2006/42/EC (Machine directive) as well as 89/336EWG (EMC
directive).

!

Hazard of electric shock. It is essential to wait 3 minutes after power-off for the
condensers to discharge.

!

Depending on the application, it might be necessary to implement additional safety
equipment in order to get a fail-safe system.

Connection has to be in a way an enduring safe electrical connection is assured. Establish a safe
protection earth connection. In the connected state the separation distance to uninsulated and
voltage carrying parts must comply to the values stated in EN60079-15 and national valid
regulations.

Do not disconnect in power-on mode.
Cap unused connectors immediately. Keep unused caps by inserting the cables caps into the
motors.

Appropriate cables are needed to achieve the stated protection category.

The power supply GND needs to be connected to PE.
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The impact protection hood need to be connected to PE.

PE

8.7.2 Mounting instructions
•

Wiring and commissioning needs to be carried out by appropriate trained personnel.

•

Work on the controller needs insulated tools. All wiring may be carried out in powered-down state only. It is
not enough to lock down the enable input, but the whole drive needs to be separated from mains.

•

Take care for electrical isolation when conduction measurements on the drive.

•

The unit must be installed in a metal housing (machine).

•

The housing must be grounded.

•

Keep wire as close to housing or enclosure as possible.

•

Route signal lines and power cable separately.

•

Make sure cable shield makes full contact and conducts well to the housing or enclosure.

•

The drive is designed for use in industrial environment.

•

In a residential environment this product may cause high frequent interference, which may require
interference suppression action.

!

Make sure, all equipment is powered down, during installation of the FIBRODRIVEplus.

As a general rule, the motor shall run freely, i.e. without load, for initial start-up.
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8.7.3 Mains connection
Wire the 230V mains connection according to the pin-assignment of X2. Don’t interchange Live (L) and Neutral
(N). Use a fixed mains connection and no plug.

!

The internal DC-Bus is a energy storage which can deliver for several minutes
electrical voltage to the mains connectors. The user must provide protection against
accidental direct contact.

8.7.4 Ballast circuit

!

The internal DC-Bus is a energy storage which can deliver for several minutes
electrical voltage to the connectors for the external ballast resistor. The user must
provide protection against accidental direct contact.

8.7.5 Max. voltage

H

Exceeding the maximum admissible voltage for the motor power supply (depending on
type of FIBRODRIVEplus) or 30V for the logic power supply will destroy the
FIBRODRIVEplus.
The drives may be used only with their nominal ratings.

8.8 Repairs
Repairs may be conducted only by the manufacturer or authorised personnel.

!H

Unauthorised opening and inappropriate repairs may cause substantial risk on injury
for the user or damage to equipment.

!H

There are no user maintainable parts inside the FIBRODRIVEplus.
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8.9 Schematic views
8.9.1 Amplifier version
(FIBRODRIVEplus__.12x)
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8.9.2 SPS-Interface (FIBRODRIVEplus__.2xx)
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8.9.3 Fieldbus connection (FIBRODRIVEplus__.3-5xx)
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10. Parameter Setting
The PC-Software features different password protected levels to adjust parameters. Depending on the access
level, parameters are locked (grey shaded) or modifiable.
The correct adjustment of parameters depends on the motor-type and the fitted options.

10.1 Electronics configuration

View with access level 2.

10.1.1 Internal threshold values
Output stage temp. Warning:

26765

60°C

Output stage temp. error

21592

70°C

Motor temp. warning

31343

Motor temp. error

43278

Switch-off temperature is defined by the motor-temperature
sensor. Switchpoint according to VDE 0660

Motor voltage under-voltage

53500

≤ 70V

Motor voltage over-voltage

9931

≥ 415V

Max. current

10A AC

Factory setting adjusted to the motor-type

Nominal current

6A AC

Factory setting adjusted to the motor-type

Ballast threshold

400V DC

Factory setting for the ballast threshold

Text

Shows the electronics configuration

10.1.2 Limits

10.1.3 Electronic data
Electronic type plate
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10.1.4 Hardware configuration:
List of the built-in hardware

Text

10.2 Motor configuration

View with access level 2

10.2.1 Basic data:
Number of pole pairs ³
3
Impulse current
3
EMF constant
3
Motor overload time
3
Motor inductance
3
Resistance
3
Axle resolution
3
Nominal current
3
Nominal voltage
3
Nominal speed
3
Encoder offset
3
Rated torque

A AC
V/1000/min
s
mH
Ohm
Incr./rev
A AC
V AC
rpm
°
Nm

Property of the motor
Property of the motor
Property of the motor
Basis for the I²t – calculation
Property of the motor
Property of the motor
Property of the encoder
Property of the motor
Property of the motor
Property of the motor
Allocation of the encoder (Resolver)
Property of the motor

10.2.2 Actual value acquisition
Travel

3

The used position measuring system
Resolver /
Absolute encoder
/ ext. absolute
encoder

10.2.3 Motor data:
Type ³

Text

Electronic type-plate of the motor
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10.2.4 Direction of control
Positioning ³

Inverted/Normal

Property of the motor

rpm

Max. permitted speed

Brake ²

Yes / No

Yes  There is a standstill brake and it is used.
No  The brake remains open all time.

Response time „Close“ ³

[ms]

Required time for the brake to close.

Response time „Opening“ ³

[ms]

Required time for the brake to open.

10.2.5 Limits:
Max. speed

3

10.2.6 Standstill brake

1

access level 1 required to modify this parameter.
access level 2 required to modify this parameter.
3
access level 3 required to modify this parameter.
2

10.3 User configuration

View with access level 2.
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10.3.1 Amplifier version (FIBRODRIVEplus __/_.1xx.xxx)
Decription

Unit

Remarks

Max. speed at 100%²

rpm

This value limits the max. usable speed of the motor.
It must be lower than the max. speed of the motor
defined in the motor data.

Motor supply ²

[V]

The actual motor supply voltage

Max. current ²

[%] of impulse current

The current limitation limits the max. torque of the
motor.

Speed regulation,
Torque regulation,
Switch over Mode

The selected working mode is active after power-up.
It may be changed through program or input.

Normal / Inverted

Inverts the rotational direction

Stop action²

Ramp stop / Fast stop

Brake ramp²

[ms]

It’s possible to adjust a brake ramp on errors which
don’t cause an imediate regulator switch off. “Fast
stop” stops the drive as fast as possible

Basic data

Working mode

2

Sense of rotation
Speed regulator²
Response to errors

1

access level 1 required to modify this parameter.
access level 2 required to modify this parameter.
3
access level 3 required to modify this parameter.
2
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10.3.2 PLC-Version (FIBRODRIVEplus__/_.2xx.xxx)
Decription

Unit

Remarks

Max. speed at 100%²

rpm

This value limits the max. usable speed of the motor.
It must be lower than the max. speed of the motor
defined in the motor data.

Motor supply ²

[V]

The actual motor supply voltage

Max. current ²

[%] of impulse current

The current limitation limits the max. torque of the
motor.

2

Speed regulation,
Torque regulation,
Position control,
Switch over Mode

The selected working mode is active after power-up.
It may be changed through program or input
function.

2

No reference run required
/ Reference run required

 Select „Reference run required“ when using an

Basic data

Working mode

Reference run

absolute encoder. It is required once to avoid
respectively detect a overflow.

Reference
Acceleration ramp

2

[ms]

Acceleration time from standstill to search speed.

[ms]

Deceleration time from search speed to standstill.

[rpm]

Referencing speed until input „reference switch“ is
detected.

[rpm]

Speed to leave the referencing switch

[Incr.]

Travel to move after referencing.

[Incr.]

The actual position is set to this value after
referencing.

Absolute encoder travel
2
range offset

[%]

The available range of the absolute encoder is
adjustable to the application.

Torque limit for
2
„referencing to block“

[%]

In this reference mode the torque is limited to the
adjusted value.

Brake ramp

2

Search speed

2

Positioning speed
Offset

2

2

Preset

2

Mode ²

See table on page 14

Axistype
Type

Rotary axis / Linear axis

Resolution

[Incr./360°]

Number of increments per 360° (rotary axis)

Normal / Inverted

Inverts the rotational direction in all working modes.

Stop action²

Ramp stop / Fast stop

Brake ramp²

[ms]

It’s possible to adjust a brake ramp on errors which
don’t cause an imediate regulator switch off. “Fast
stop” stops the drive as fast as possible

Sense of rotation
Speed regulator²
Response to errors
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Unit

Remarks

Electronic axis / Stepper motor simulation
Type

Clock - Direction /
Channel A - Channel B

Clock – direction: Input 3 causes the motion impulse,
Input 4 controls the direction of motion
Channel A – Channel B: Inputs 3 + 4 form a
quadrature signal, the direction is part of this signal

Sense of rotation

Inverted/ Normal

Inverted: the drive moves in the other direction than
the signals do.

Edge detection

Positive edge / Negative
edge / both edges

Positive edge: each rising edge causes a motion
impulse
Negative edge: each falling edge causes a motion
impulse
Both edges: There is a motion impulse on rising and
falling edges as well.

Ratio

1 : [0,001 ... 9999,999]

Number of increments to move on each motion
impulse.

Limits of travel (active after reference run)
Dir. of travel ‘+‘²

[Increments]

Dir. of travel ‘-‘²

[Increments]

The limits of travel work like limit switches. The drive
stops when the position is reached.



There is no error message and no blink code
when reaching the limits of travel. The drive just
stops. Read the status via RS232 or fieldbus to
detect this state.



The limits of travel (Software-limit switches) are
active after reference run only. Even if „No
reference-run required“ is set in the parameter.
Remedy: Activate Referencing mode „-1“ (Simple
zero setting) after power-on.
Brake management
State ²

Activated / Deactivated

1

access level 1 required to modify this parameter.
access level 2 required to modify this parameter.
3
access level 3 required to modify this parameter.
2
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10.3.3 Profibus-Version (FIBRODRIVEplus__/_.3xx.xxx)
Decription

Unit

Remarks

Basic data
Busaddress

1 - 127

Bus fault reaction

-

Immediate response
to errors

This adjustment allows a time tolerance for faulty
bus communications.

-

Response to error
after 3 seconds

-

Response to error
after 10 seconds

“No response” means communication faults are
ignored. The bus remains active. Received
commands are porcessed normal,

-

No response

Max. speed at 100%²

rpm

This value limits the max. usable speed of the motor.
It must be lower than the max. speed of the motor
defined in the motor data.

Motor supply ²

[V]

The actual motor supply voltage

Max. current ²

[%] of impulse current

The current limitation limits the max. torque of the
motor.

2

Speed regulation,
Torque regulation,
Position control,
Switch over Mode

The selected working mode is active after power-up.
It may be changed through program or input
function.

2

No reference run required
/ Reference run required

 Select „Reference run required“ when using an

Working mode

Reference run

absolute encoder. It is required once to avoid
respectively detect a overflow.

Reference
Acceleration ramp

2

[ms]

Acceleration time from standstill to search speed.

[ms]

Deceleration time from search speed to standstill.

[rpm]

Referencing speed until input „reference switch“ is
detected.

[rpm]

Speed to leave the referencing switch

[Incr.]

Travel to move after referencing.

[Incr.]

The actual position is set to this value after
referencing.

Absolute encoder travel
2
range offset

[%]

The available range of the absolute encoder is
adjustable to the application.

Torque limit for
2
„referencing to block“

[%]

In this reference mode the torque is limited to the
adjusted value.

Brake ramp

2

Search speed

2

Positioning speed
Offset

2

2

Preset

2

Mode ²

See table on page 14

Axistype
Type

Rotary axis / Linear axis

Resolution

[Incr./360°]

Number of increments per 360° (rotary axis)

Normal / Inverted

Inverts the rotational direction in all working modes.

Stop action²

Ramp stop / Fast stop

Brake ramp²

[ms]

It’s possible to adjust a brake ramp on errors which
don’t cause an imediate regulator switch off. “Fast
stop” stops the drive as fast as possible

Sense of rotation
Speed regulator²
Response to errors
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Unit

Remarks

Electronic axis / Stepper motor simulation
Type

Clock - Direction /
Channel A - Channel B

Clock – direction: Input 3 causes the motion impulse,
Input 4 controls the direction of motion
Channel A – Channel B: Inputs 3 + 4 form a
quadrature signal, the direction is part of this signal

Sense of rotation

Inverted/ Normal

Inverted: the drive moves in the other direction than
the signals do.

Edge detection

Positive edge / Negative
edge / both edges

Positive edge: each rising edge causes a motion
impulse
Negative edge: each falling edge causes a motion
impulse
Both edges: There is a motion impulse on rising and
falling edges as well.

Ratio

1 : [0,001 ... 9999,999]

Number of increments to move on each motion
impulse.

Limits of travel (active after reference run)
Dir. of travel ‘+‘²

[Increments]

Dir. of travel ‘-‘²

[Increments]

The limits of travel work like limit switches. The drive
stops when the position is reached.



There is no error message and no blink code
when reaching the limits of travel. The drive just
stops. Read the status via RS232 or fieldbus to
detect this state.



The limits of travel (Software-limit switches) are
active after reference run only. Even if „No
reference-run required“ is set in the parameter.
Remedy: Activate Referencing mode „-1“ (Simple
zero setting) after power-on.
Brake management
State ²

Activated / Deactivated

1

access level 1 required to modify this parameter.
access level 2 required to modify this parameter.
3
access level 3 required to modify this parameter.
2
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10.4 In-/Outputs
10.4.1 Amplifier version
(FIBRODRIVEplus __/_.1xx) Available input
2
Name:
functions:
Direction

Dependence: Remarks:
Level

Input determines positive or negative direction of movement.
 Only with analogue 0 – 10V input.

Controller switching

Level

Input switches from speed to torque regulation operating mode
0 = speed regulation
1 = torque regulation

Immediate stop with
error message

Level

Input causes the drive to stop immediate and outs an error message.
The “ready” output signal is deactivated. An error acknowledge is
required.

Immediate stop
without error
message

Level

Input causes the drive to stop immediate. An error acknowledge is not
required.

Ramp stop with error
message

Level

Input causes the drive to stop with the set brake ramp and outs an error
message. The “ready” output signal is deactivated. An error acknowledge
is required.

Ramp stop without
error message

Level

Input causes the drive to stop with the set brake ramp. An error
acknowledge is not required.

Limit switch +

Level

0V at this input indicates that the limit switch in positive direction has
been reached. (Use brake contact switch). 24V at input indicate travel
inside admissible range.

Limit switch –

Level

0V at this input indicates that the limit switch in negative direction has
been reached. (Use brake contact switch). 24V at input indicate travel
inside admissible range.

Error acknowledge

Edge

Rising edge on acknowledge input used to reset error messages.

Enable

Level

„Enable“ also works as acknowledge, if there is no input-option
„Acknowledge“ activated.

Analogue +

0-10V
+/-10V

In this version always assigned to X1 – I.

Analogue -

Reference for In this version always assigned to X1 – K.
Analogue +



Independent of the direction of travel, each falling edge at any limit-switch input stops the drive. Reason for
this procedure is the risk of confused limit switches during installation shall not cause damages.

 It is not permitted to assign the same function to different inputs.
Available Output functions (amplifier version):*

2

Name:

Function

Ready

24V : Ready for operation
0V: Error Message

 Recommended output function for this version.
Regulator active

24V : Regulator working
0V: Regulator disabled

Error

24V: Error message
0V: Ready for operation

Warning

24V: Motor or Controller has reached critical temperature, but still working.
0V: No critical temperature reached.
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Axle in motion

24V: The drive is in motion.
0V: The drive is idle.

Ballast active

24V: Ballast circuit is activated
0V: Ballast circuit is not activated.

Encoder outputs

A/B/Z represent signal from hall-sensors, respectively internal encoder.
Always assigned to:
A: X1 – B
B: X1 – C
Z: X1 – D

10.4.2 PLC-Interface
(FIBRODRIVEplus __/_.2xx) Available
2
Name:
Input Functions:*

Switch-over
operating mode

Dependence: Remarks:
Level

1. In switch-over mode 1 - 2 :
0 = speed regulation
1 = torque regulation
2. In switch-over mode 4 -2 :
0 = positioning
1 = torque regulation
3. In switch-over mode 4 -1 :
0 = positioning
1 = speed regulation

Immediate stop with
error message

Level

Input causes the drive to stop immediate (without brake ramp) and outs an
error message. The “ready” output is switched off and error acknowledge is
required.

Immediate stop
without error
message

Level

Input causes the drive to stop immediate (without brake ramp). Error
acknowledge is not required.

Ramp stop with
error message

Level

Input causes the drive to stop with adjusted braking ramp and outs an error
message. The “ready” output is switched off and error acknowledge is
required.

Ramp stop without
error message

Level

Input causes the drive to stop with adjusted braking ramp. Error
acknowledge is not required.

Reference-switch

Level

Required for referencing. See chapter 4on page 14.

Limit switch +

Level

0V at this input indicates that the limit switch in positive direction has been
reached. (Use brake contact switch). 24V at input indicate travel inside
admissible range.

Limit switch –

Level

0V at this input indicates that the limit switch in negative direction has been
reached. (Use brake contact switch). 24V at input indicate travel inside
admissible range.

Error acknowledge

Edge

Rising edge on error acknowledge input used to reset error messages.

Enable

Level

„Enable“ switches on the regulator. A rising edge at the input
acknowledges error messages.
„Enable“ works as acknowledge as well, even if there is an input
„Acknowledge“ activated.

Jog +

Level

A short pulse at this input causes the drive to move in positive direction for
the number of increments which are set in the parameters (Jog/Tip
increments).
A permanent input (>100ms) causes the drive to go to continuos mode
with the speed determined by the Rapid traverse/Creep-Speed input.
If the number of tip increments is set to 0, there is no delay before the drive
is set to continuos move. The rising edge of the input starts the movement.
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Dependence: Remarks:

Jog -

Level

A short pulse at this input causes the drive to move in negative direction
for the number of steps which are set in the parameters (Jog/Tip
increments).
A permanent input (>100ms) causes the drive to go to continuos mode
with the speed determined by the Rapid traverse/Creep-Speed input
If the number of tip increments is set to 0, there is no delay before the drive
is set to continuos move. The rising edge of the input starts the movement.

Rapid traverse

Level

0=Creep speed; 1=Rapid traverse for jog-mode

Referencing

Edge

Rising edge starts reference run. Sequence see chapter 4 on page 14.

Start

Edge

Starts stored drive commands (sets) and programs

Record selection S1

Level

Record selection S2

Level

Record selection S4

Level

Record selection S8

Level

Determine the next due record

Dig. input free
usage

Reserved for future applications

Teach-In

Edge

Procedure for Teach-In of positions into records, see chapter 7.2.2 on
page 35.

Clock/Channel A

Edge

Input for electronic axle, available only for dig. input 3 (X1-G)

Direction/Channel B

Edge

Input for electronic axle, available only for dig. input 4 (X1-H)

Trigger

Edge

Available only for dig. input 2 (X1-F)

Electronic axle x10

Level

Not available for inputs 2, 3 and 4.

 It is not permitted to assign the same function to different inputs.
Table record selection inputs and record number
Record

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

S1

24V

0V

24V

0V

24V

0V

24V

0V

24V

0V

24V

0V

24V

0V

24V

S2

0V

24V

24V

0V

0V

24V

24V

0V

0V

24V

24V

0V

0V

24V

24V

S3

0V

0V

0V

24V

24V

24V

24V

0V

0V

0V

0V

24V

24V

24V

24V

S4

0V

0V

0V

0V

0V

0V

0V

24V

24V

24V

24V

24V

24V

24V

24V



Independent of the direction of travel, each falling edge at any limit-switch input stops the drive. Reason for
this procedure is the risk of confused limit switches during installation shall not cause damages.
2

Available Output functions (PLC-Interface Version):*
Name:

Function

Ready

24V : Ready for operation
0V: Error Message

 Recommended to use this output function in this version.
Regulator active

24V : Regulator working
0V: Regulator disabled

Error

24V: Error message
0V: Ready for operation

Warning

24V: Motor or Controller has reached critical temperature, but still working.
0V: No critical temperature reached.
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Position reached

The drive has reached the desired position.

Axle in motion

24V: The drive is in motion, no new positioning command is accepted
0V: The drive is ready for new commands.

Ballast active

24V: Ballast circuit is activated
0V: Ballast circuit is not activated.

M-Function 1

24V if activated in actual processed record (machine-function)

M-Function 2

24V if activated in actual processed record (machine-function)

Digital output free
usage

Reserved for future applications

Axle motionless

24V: The drive is ready for new commands.
0V: The drive is in motion, no new positioning command is accepted

10.4.3 Fieldbus (FIBRODRIVEplus
__/_.3-5xx) Available input functions:
Name:
Con Switch-over
operating mode
troller switching

2

Dependence: Remarks:
Level

1. In switch-over mode 1 - 2
0 = speed regulation
1 = torque regulation
2. In switch-over mode 4 -2
0 = positioning
1 = torque regulation
3. In switch-over mode 4 -1
0 = positioning
1 = speed regulation

Immediate stop with
error message

Level

Input causes the drive to stop immediate (without brake ramp) and outs an
error message. The “ready” output is switched off and error acknowledge is
required.

Immediate stop
without error
message

Level

Input causes the drive to stop immediate (without brake ramp). Error
acknowledge is not required.

Ramp stop with
error message

Level

Input causes the drive to stop with adjusted braking ramp and outs an error
message. The “ready” output is switched off and error acknowledge is
required.

Ramp stop without
error message

Level

Input causes the drive to stop with adjusted braking ramp. Error
acknowledge is not required.

Reference-switch

Level

Required for referencing. See chapter 4 on page 14.

Limit switch +

Level

0V at this input indicates that the limit switch in positive direction has been
reached. (Use brake contact switch). 24V at input indicate travel inside
admissible range.

Limit switch –

Level

0V at this input indicates that the limit switch in negative direction has been
reached. (Use brake contact switch). 24V at input indicate travel inside
admissible range.

Error acknowledge

Edge

Rising edge on acknowledge input used to reset error messages.

Enable

Level

„Enable“ switches on the regulator. A rising edge at the input
acknowledges error messages.
„Enable“ works as acknowledge as well, even if there is an input
„Acknowledge“ activated.

Jog +

Level

A short pulse at this input causes the drive to move in positive direction for
the number of increments which are set in the parameters (Jog/Tip
increments).
A permanent input (>100ms) causes the drive to go to continuos mode
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Dependence: Remarks:
with the speed determined by the Rapid traverse/Creep-Speed input.
If the number of tip increments is set to 0, there is no delay before the drive
is set to continuos move. The rising edge of the input starts the movement.

Jog -

Level

A short pulse at this input causes the drive to move in negative direction
for the number of steps which are set in the parameters (Jog/Tip
increments).
A permanent input (>100ms) causes the drive to go to continuos mode
with the speed determined by the Rapid traverse/Creep-Speed input
If the number of tip increments is set to 0, there is no delay before the drive
is set to continuos move. The rising edge of the input starts the movement.

Rapid traverse

Level

0=Creep speed; 1=Rapid traverse for jog-mode

Referencing

Edge

Rising edge starts reference run. Sequence see chapter 4 on page 14.

Start

Edge

Starts stored drive commands (sets) and programs

Record selection S1

Level

Record selection S2

Level

Record selection S4

Level

Record selection S8

Level

Dig. Input free
usage

Determine the next due record

The state of this input can be read through Profibus.

Teach-In

Edge

Procedure for Teach-In of positions into records, see chapter 7.2.2 on
page 35.

Clock/Channel A

Edge

Input for electronic axle, available only for dig. input 3 (X1-G)

Direction/Channel B

Edge

Input for electronic axle, available only for dig. input 4 (X1-H)

Trigger

Edge

Available only for dig. input 2 (X1-F)

Electronic axle x10

Level

Not available for inputs 2, 3 and 4.

 It is not permitted to assign the same function to different inputs.
 Independent of the direction of travel, each falling edge at any limit-switch input stops the drive. Reason for

this procedure is the risk of confused limit switches during installation shall not cause damages.
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2

Available Output functions (PLC-Interface Version):*
Name:

Function

Ready

24V : Ready for operation
0V: Error Message

 Recommended to use this output function in this version.
Regulator active

24V : Regulator working
0V: Regulator disabled

Error

24V: Error message applies
0V: Ready for operation

Warning

24V: Motor or Controller has reached critical temperature, but still working.
0V: No critical temperature reached.

Position reached

The drive has reached the target window whilst the regulator is active or the brake
enabled by the brake management. The output “Position reached” is off (0V) when the
enable input is 0V.

Axle in motion

24V: The drive is in motion, no new positioning command is accepted
0V: The drive is ready for new commands.

Ballast active

24V: Ballast circuit is activated
0V: Ballast circuit is not activated.

M-Function 1

24V if activated in actual processed record (machine-function)

M-Function 2

24V if activated in actual processed record (machine-function)

Digital Output free
usage

This output may be activated through Profibus-DP.

Axle motionless

24V: The drive is ready for new commands.
0V: The drive is in motion, no new positioning command is accepted
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10.5 Timing output functions
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10.6 Regulator

View with access level 2

10.6.1 Torque regulator
P - contribution
I - contribution
I - limitation

1

1

1

1 – 1000

The proportional gain of the torque regulator.

1 – 1000 1/s

Integral contribution of the control loop of the
torque regulator.

0 – 100 %

Limitation of the integral contribution of the torque
regulator

1 – 1000

The proportional gain of the speed regulator

1 – 1000 1/s

Integral contribution of the control loop of the
speed regulator

0 – 100 %

Limitation of the integral contribution of the speed
regulator

[ms]

Acceleration time from standstill to Vmax in the
working mode „speed regulator“

10.6.2 Speed regulator
P - contribution
I - contribution
I - limitation

1

1

1

1

Ramp time to Vmax
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10.6.3 Positioning regulator
P - contribution

1

1

Target window
Lag error

1

Store position safe against
power outage? ²

1 – 1000

The proportional loop gain of the positioning
controller.

Increments

Permissible error between setpoint and current
position.

Increments

Permissible distance between calculated and
actual position during the movement.

Yes/no

The drive features the possibility to safe the actual
position when powering down to avoid the need of
repeatedly reference-runs.

 The motor may not turn anymore or the stored
position is not defined. Make sure the position is
not changed during when it’s switched off.

 The optional absolute encoder provides the
position at any time. Set “store position safe
against power outage” to “no” with absolute
encoder.

1

access level 1 required to modify this parameter.
access level 2 required to modify this parameter.
3
access level 3 required to modify this parameter.
2
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10.7 Jog

View with access level 2.

Acceleration ramp

1

[ms]

Acceleration in Jog mode. The stated ramp time
represents the time from standstill to the max.
speed adjusted by the user. (ServoLink:
Parameter/User/Max. speed at 100%) (See
chapter 10.3).

Deceleration ramp

1

[ms]

Deceleration in jog mode. The stated ramp time
represents the time from the max. speed adjusted
by the user. (ServoLink: Parameter/User/Max.
speed at 100%) to standstill. (See chapter 10.3).

[rpm]

Speed for movements of tip increments or constant
speed after completion of the acceleration ramp,
as long as input „Rapid traverse“ is not active.

Creep speed

1

Rapid traverse

1

[rpm]

Speed for movements of tip increments or constant
speed after completion of the acceleration ramp,
as long as input „Rapid traverse“ is active.

Tip increments

1

[Incr.]

Number of increments the drive moves per each
pulse on the input „Jog+“ or „Jog-“.



If the number of tip increments is set to 0,
there is no delay before the drive goes to continuos
move. The rising edge of the input starts the
movement with the speed determined by input
“Rapid traverse”.
1

access level 1 required to modify this parameter.
access level 2 required to modify this parameter.
3
access level 3 required to modify this parameter.
2
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11. Diagnosis and trouble shooting

H

The housing may not be opened. There are no of the user changeable parts inside the drive.

Do not separate with applied voltage!
Close unused connectors imediately.

11.1 Status LED’s
Axis State and Errors
Red Led
(H1)

Multicolour LED
(H2)

Ready –
Signal

Acknowled
gement
required

Brake
mode

„Enable“ present, no errors
(normal operating mode)

Off

Green On

On

No

-

24

Enable missing

Off

fast blink Green

On

No

A

19

Stop without error message

Off

Blink orange 2x

On

No

-

3

Lag error

On

Blink green 1x

Off

Yes

B

5

Axle moving

On

Blink green 2x

Off

Yes

-

8, 9,
10, 11

Limit switch, Limit of travel
range

On

Blink green 3x

Off

Yes

B

4

Timeout drive

On

Blink orange 1x

Off

Yes

-

20

Stop with error message

On

Blink orange 2x

Off

Yes

-

25, 28,
31-34

Wrong regulator state

On

Blink orange 3x

Off

Yes

-

6, 7

Erroneous ramp parameter

On

Blink orange 4x

Off

Yes

-

43, 44

Limit switch, direction
deviant

On

Blink 3x green

Off

Yes

B

45, 46

Missing second shutdown
circuit, Safe stop internal

On

Orange on

Off

Yes

B

Error

Error message / Status

0

 The brake-modes are shown in chapter 5.3 on page 30.
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Voltage supply and Temperature error

Error

Error message / Status

Red Led
(H1)

Multicolour LED
(H2)

Ready –
Signal

Acknowled
gement
required

Brake
mode

12, 21

Motor temperature

On

Blink red 1x

Off

Yes

A

13, 41

Controller temperature

On

Blink red 2x

Off

Yes

B

14, 15

Power supply motor

On

Blink red 3x

Off

Yes

B

16, 17,
30

Power supply logic

On

Blink red 4x

Off

Yes

B

Communication Errors
Error

Error message / Status

Red Led
(H1)

Multicolour
LED (H2)

Ready –
Signal

Acknowledg
ement
required

Brake
mode

26, 35

Profibus/CAN-Bus off

Blink

Blink orange 1x

Off

Yes

A

22

Profibus login missing

Blink

Blink orange 2x

Off

Yes

-

27

RS232/RS485 time out

Blink

Blink orange 3x

Off

Yes

A

 The LED H3 flashes if the fieldbus communication is not available or faulty.
Internal errors
Error

Error message / Status

Red Led
(H1)

Multicolour
LED (H2)

Ready –
Signal

Acknowledg
ement
required

Brake
mode

23, 3840, 42

Error at initialisation

On

Red on

Off

Yes

B

18

EEPROM Checksum error

On

Red on

Off

Yes

B

36

Encoder error

On

Red on

Off

Yes

B

 The brake-modes are shown in chapter 5.3 on page 30.
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11.2 Status Description:
Error

Error message / Status

Error cause / Remedies

0

No error

-

3

Lag error

The drive is unable to follow the set value. The drive may be sluggish or
even blocked. The parameter for the allowable tracking error is set too
small. The acceleration is too high. Encoder signals erroneous. Incorrect
direction of control. Loop gain insufficient or excessive (drive is oscillating).

4

Timeout drive

Desired position was not reached within the given time. Tune regulator
settings and/or enlarge target position window.

5

Axle moving

It was attempt to send a new drive or positioning command while the drive
was in motion.

6

Erroneous ramp
parameter

The drive can’t comply with the given data. The acceleration time is too
long

7

Travel for ramp to far.

It’s not possible to calculate the ramp for the given data.

8

Limit switch +

The drive has reached the limit switch in positive direction

9

Limit switch –

the drive has reached the limit switch in negative direction

10

Limit of travel range +

The machine has reached the admissible limit of the travel of 2.140 Mio
increments in “+” .

 After error acknowledge the position value is set to 0.
11

Limit of travel range -

The machine has reached the admissible limit of the travel of 2.140 Mio
increments in “-” .

 After error acknowledge the position value is set to 0.
12

Motor temperature (PTC
sensor)

Possible reasons for high temperature: The drive may be sluggish or even
blocked, high acceleration values, high motor load with high ambient
temperature

 The temperature error can be acknowledged when the temperature of
the controller went down again.

13

Output-stage temperature
too high

Possible reasons for high temperature: The drive may be sluggish or even
blocked, high acceleration values, high motor load with high ambient
temperature



The temperature error can be acknowledged when the
temperature of the controller went down again.
14

Over-voltage motor

When the Motor source exceeds one of the limits defined in the settings
this error is given. This can happen due to spikes in the supply voltages. In
most cases, the over-voltage can also occur if the motor needs to slow
down a heavy load. Check machine and state. An external ballast resistor
can help.

15

Under-voltage motor

A heavy duty can cause a low voltage on the motor supply. This error may
also be caused by spikes on the supply voltage. Check machine and state.
A more powerful power supply may help.

 If the enable input is low, the motor-voltage is not monitored.
16

Over-voltage logic

In most cases this can happen due to spikes in the supply voltages

17

Under-voltage logic

The logic supply falls below 18V. Maybe there are drop-outs in the supply
voltage. Insufficient filtering of the supply voltage. A more powerful power
supply may help.

18

EEPROM checksum error

Unit was switched off, during parameter input. Check parameters.
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Error cause / Remedies

Stop without error
message
– Status Information -

There was a falling edge on the stop input. This can be caused by user or
by a power loss on the stop input. No acknowledgement is required.

Stop applied

Stop with error message” present
There was a falling edge on the stop input. This can be caused by user or
by a power loss on the stop input. Check machine and state. If no error or
dangerous situation can be discovered try to acknowledge the “Stop” Error
with an raising edge on the enable input. Be aware that acknowledgement
can only be successful when the error which caused this state no longer
exists.

- Error message -

To resume a start in necessary. The residual travel is proceeded.

21

Overload motor

Demanded motor power too high, The drive may be sluggish or even
blocked, high acceleration values, high motor load with high ambient
temperature

22

Profibus login missing

Parameter setting is allowed only after login. Attempt to write parameters
without prior login causes this error-message.

23

Error at initialisation

Internal initialisation error. No access to EEPROM. Please consult your
dealer.

24

Enable missing

All configuration and controller data are correct. The motor control is able
to operate and waits for a raising edge on the enable input.

25

Working mode wrong

A function was selected which is in the current working mode not possible.
For example a position value was given to the speed regulator.

26

Bus off-line

The connection to the fieldbus has failed.

27

RS232/RS485-Trigger
timeout

The RS232/RS485 interface link was disconnected, while the axle was
moving.

28

Axle not referenced

A drive command was given whilst no reference run was done.

29

Wrong value
– Status Information –

An incorrect value was transmitted e.g. speed > nmax

30

Reference voltage to low

The internal reference voltage is to low. Please check the logic supply.

31

Range of travel exceeded. The maximum countable number of increments has been exceeded.

32

Reference lost

The motor moved after the voltage was switched off.
The procedure for position storage safe against power outage was not
accomplished.
Unsettled motor supply voltage.

33

set value mode wrong

Clock/Direction inputs were defined and it was tried to start a record or
another set value was given

34

Regulator state wrong

The response time of the brake was not taken care for and a new drive
command given.

35

CANopen error

Reserved error

36

Encoder error

A not existing encoder was selected in the parameters.

37

Reference type not
supported

A not supported referencing mode was selected. No error message, only
status information.

38

Resolver error

Resolver or processing faulty. Signals corrupted. Cable broken

39

Resolver error

40

Resolver error

41

Output-stage overload

Possible cause: The drive may be sluggish or even blocked, high
acceleration values, high load with high ambient temperature, motor faulty,
cables broken

42

Error temperature sensor

The value is not plausible. There is a malfunction of the sensor.

43

Limit switch + direction
deviant

The limit switch in + direction was activated while the motor was moving in
– direction
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Error cause / Remedies

44

Limit switch – direction
deviant

The limit switch in - direction was activated while the motor was moving in
+ direction

45

Missing second shutdown
circuit

Possible short circuit between signals on inputs 9 + 10 (Safe stop)

46

Safe stop internal

There is an internal fault (Safe stop)

 All error messages must be acknowledged by a rising edge on the enable input respectively on the
acknowledge input (if assigned) or via appropriate command through fieldbus.
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12. Technical Data
12.1.1 ATEX classification
Gas explosive area:
Ignition protection category:

nA, non sparking equipment

Area of use:

Zone 2, Group II, Category 3G

Temperature class:

T4 (135°C)

Impact strength:

Low (Operation only with impact protection hood
permissible)

Applied regulations:

EN60079-0 (May 2007)
EN60079-15 (May 2007)

Areas with ignitable dust:
Ignition protection category:

tD, protection through housing

Area of use:

Zone 22, Group II, Category 3D

Maximum surface temperature:

135°C

Impact strength:

Low (Operation only with impact protection hood
permissible)

Applied regulations:

EN61241-0 (July 2007)
EN61241-1 (June 2005)

12.1.2 General
Ambient temperature:

 Ambient temperature:
Output power:

-25 ... +45 °C
with continuos current limitation up to +65°C
-20 ... + 40°C
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
45° 50° 55° 60° 65°

Storage temperature:
Protection class:

-40 ... +85 °C
IP65

Emission:
Interference:

EN61800-3 Kat. C2 / Industry
EN61800-3 Kat. C2 / Industry

Electronic temperature monitoring:

existent, switch-off temperature 70°C

Motor temperature monitoring:

I²t-interpretation, additional winding-protection through
PTC

Protection class

ATEX-type FIBRODRIVEplus-drives are in
delivery condition protection class IP54 or better.
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12.1.3 Voltage supply
Logic & I/O – Supply:
Nominal value:
Admissible range:

24 VDC
18 – 30 VDC

Motors with built-in standstill brake:
Admissible range:

22,3 – 26,1V DC

Ripple:

≤ 10 %

Reverse polarity protection:

With diode

External fuse:

max. 2 A / medium slow

Current consumption:

ca. 0,15 A at 24 VDC

with released brake

Resistance to drop-outs:
Duration of drop-outs:
Repetition:

ca. 0,65A (esiMot2x/x.xx1)
ca. 0,90A (esiMot3x/x.xx1)
ca. 1,15A (esiMot4x/x.xx1)
10 ms
1s

Motor – Supply:

Galvanic isolation:

Safe isolation according to EN50178

External Fuse:

8A

Current consumption:

ca. 5A

Connection:

1-phase

Nominal voltage:

230V AC

Admissible range:

100V – 253V AC

Frequency:

48 – 63 Hz
The drives may be operated only with their respective nominal values

!

The internal DC-Bus stores energy which can deliver electrical voltage to the mains
connectors for several minutes. The user must provide protection against accidental
contact.
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12.1.4 Analogue Input (optional)
Type:

Differential input

Resolution:

11 Bit

Max. Error:

2%

Galvanic isolation:

No

12.1.4.1 Voltage input
± 10 V
+30 V
-12 V

Nominal value:
1)
Maximal input voltage:
1)
Minimal input voltage:
1) in relation to power supply ground
Input impedance:

27 kOhm

12.1.4.2 Current input (Custom specific, only on request)
± 20 mA
± 25 mA
100 Ohm

Nominal value:
Maximal input current:
Input impedance / load resistor:

inside controller

outside controller

e.g. LIY(C)Y 2 x 0,25 mm

2

+

ground connection:
connect on large surface
on mounting panel
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12.1.5 Digital inputs
Number of inputs:

Up to 8 (depending on options)

Input voltage.
Nominal value:
Maximal voltage:
Threshold High-Level:
Threshold low-level:
Minimal input voltage:

+ 24
+ 30
+ 12
+ 3
0

VDC
VDC
VDC
VDC
VDC

Input current at nominal voltage:

typ.: 1,5 mA

Delay time inputs:
Low->High:
High->Low:

typ.: 10 μsec
typ.: 10 μsec

Galvanic isolation:

No
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12.1.6 Digital outputs: 24 VDC
Number of outputs:
Type of output:

1 ... 2
Transistor output (MOS-FET)

Output current at high signal:
Nominal value:
Residual current at low signal:

0,5 A
250 μA

Power supply:

+24V logic supply

Short circuit protection:
Current limitation:
Trip current:
External protection
with inductive loads:

yes, self reactivating
1A
1,0 A

Parallel connection admissible:

No

Delay time outputs:
Low->High:
High->Low:

typ.: 100 μsec
typ.: 100 μsec

Galvanic isolation:

No

Varistor (e.g. Murrelektronik VG-A/24) or quenching
diode (e.g. Murrelektronik LG-A01) recommended

inside controller

outside controller

power supply +24V
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12.1.7 Incremental encoder outputs push/pull 24V (Optional)
Only FIBRODRIVEplus__.1xx (version amplifier mode) without fieldbus.
Number of outputs:
Type of output:

3: A/B/Z
Transistor output push/pull

Resolution

4096 incr./rev.

Max. output current (both levels):
Nominal value:

30mA

Output voltage:

+24V (logic supply)

Short circuit protection:
Current limitation:

100mA

Galvanic isolation:

No

Maximum output frequency is approx. 250 kHz.

inside controller

outside controller

+24V
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12.2 Ballast circuit
Threshold:

The threshold is automatically calculated from the motor supply.

Limit:

400V

Internal ballast resistor:
Peak power/1s
Max. continuos power

500W
22W

It’s possible to connect an external ballast resistor parallel to the internal resistor. An external ballast resistor is
only required on extreme situations.
External ballast resistor:
Minimal value
Peak power / 100ms /10 Ohm
Max. continuos power

120 Ohm
~1,7kW
75W

H

The ballast circuit is not short circuit proof. Wrong wiring of a ballast resistor could
destroy the ballast circuit and the motor regulator.

! H

The surface of the external brake resistor can reach temperatures of up to 450°C.
Mount the resistor only in areas where heat can’t cause a fire. Take care that no
flammable or heat-sensitive materials are close to the resistor.

Mount the ballast resistor outside the explosive area.

12.3 Standstill brake (Option)
The optional standstill brake is operated by the controller
The supply of the brake is the logic supply. Therefore tighter tolerances apply. See chapter 0 on page 84.
FIBRODRIVEplus Size 21/3

 22/3

31/3

32/3

33/2

 41/2

Holding torque brake

[Nm]

4,5

9,0

18,0

Response time opening

[ms]

35

40

50

Response time closing

[ms]

7

7

10

[A]

0,5

0,75

1,0

Nominal current

There is no brake available for ATEX-type FIBRODRIVEplus.

12.4 RS232-Interface
The parameters of the motor regulator are set via the serial interface. There is PC-Software “ServoLink”
019.060.xx available to set up the parameters. See chapter 14 on page 97

H

The use of a laptop without mains connection is recommended. The interface needs to be
galvanically isolated external.
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12.5 Motors
FIBRODRIVEplus Size

21/3

 22/3

31/3

32/3

33/2

 41/2

Motor power (S3 25%)

[kW]

0,78

1,35

0,96

1,82

1,47

1,21

Rated power

[kW]

0,58

0,84

0,73

1,05

1,05

0,84

Rated toque

[Nm]

1,60

2,30

2,00

3,20

5,00

4,00

Peak torque

[Nm]

4,5

6,2

5,7

8,0

14,0

10,4

Rated speed
Inertia

-1

[min ]

3500

3500

3500

3000

2000

2000

-3

0,058

0,099

0,08

0,16

0,24

0,28

-3

0,077

0,118

0,136

0,216

0,296

0,47

[10 kgm²]

Inertia with brake

[10 kgm²]

Motor Supply

[V AC]

Rated Motor current

[A AC]

2,9

4,2

3,4

5,2

5,1

4,1

Peak current

[A AC]

10,5

10,5

10,5

10,5

10,5

10,5

Logic supply

[V DC]

Axle resolution with
resolver

[lpr]

4096

Axle resolution with multiturn absolute encoder

[lpr]

4096 x 4096

Protection class
(Mounting specific)*

IP

Weight ca.

[kg]

2,9

4,1

4,4

5,8

7,1

7,6

Weight with brake ca.

[kg]

3,7

4,8

5,3

6,7

8,0

9,1

230

24

65

 On request

H

* All connectors have to be plugged in and tightened. Use a protection cap, if no connector is required.
Mounted gear-boxes provide no additional protection unless specially sealed. For protection class of
the gear-box consult gear-box data sheet
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12.6 Dimensions

94,5

k (k1)

88,5

18

H1H2 X1 Signal

X2 Power

H3
X3 Bus In

X4 Bus Out
(I/O)

i2
c1

f1

162,5

d10

e1

s1

a1

47

d

b1j6

l

a2

Contact arrangement with view on
solder termination side of cables.
X1

X2

A

L

U

R
F

X3
CAN/RS485 In

X4
Profibus Out

2

2

1

PE
K

T
S

1

6

5

2

4
3

G

Male connector

X4
CAN/RS485 Out
1

1

5

I

M

C N
O
P
D
E

H

B

X3
Profibus In

Female connector

3

1

5

3

4

4

Male
connector

Female
connector

2

5

4

2

5

4

3

3

Male
connector

Female
connector

072444

FIBRODRIVEplus Size

21/3

22/3

31/3

32/3

33/2

41/2

k

Length

[mm]

226

266

230

270

310

245

k1

Length with brake

[mm]

274

314

274

314

354

300

k2

Length with absolute encoder

[mm]

252

292

248

288

328

265

k3

Length w. abs. encod. + brake

[mm]

301

341

292

332

372

320

b1

Centering

[mm]

60

60

80

80

80

110

f1

Centering depth

[mm]

2,5

2,5

3

3

3

3,5

c1

Flange width

[mm]

8

8

9

9

9

10

a1

Flange dimension ∅

[mm]

90

90

115

115

115

150

a2

Flange dimension 

[mm]

70

70

90

90

90

115

e1

Hole circle

[mm]

75

75

100

100

100

130

s1

Bore

[mm]

6

6

6,5

6,5

6,5

9

d

Output shaft

[mm]

11

11

14

14

14

24

i2

Shaft length

[mm]

23

23

30

30

30

50

m

Weight ca.

[kg]

2,9

4,1

4,4

5,7

7,0

7,5

m1

Weight with brake ca.

[kg]

3,7

4,9

5,4

6,7

8,0

9,1
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12.7 Torque curves against duty cycle
12.7.1 Torque curve FIBRODRIVEplus
21/3

7,00

6,00

Torque [Nm]

5,00

4,00

3,00

2,00

1,00

100

80
80

95

75
75

90

70
70

85

65
65

60

55

50

45

40

35

30

25

20

15

10

5

0

0,00

Duty cycle [%]

12.7.2 Torque curve FIBRODRIVEplus 22/3
7,00

6,00

4,00

3,00

2,00

1,00

Duty cycle [%]
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100

95

90

85

60

55

50

45

40

35

30

25

20

15

10

5

0,00
0

Torque [Nm]

5,00
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12.7.3 Torque curve FIBRODRIVEplus 31/3
8,00

7,00

Torque [Nm]

6,00

5,00

4,00

3,00

2,00
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12.7.4 Torque curve FIBRODRIVEplus 32/3
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12.7.5 Torque curve FIBRODRIVEplus 33/2
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12.7.6 Torque curve FIBRODRIVEplus 41/2
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13. Block diagram
13.1 Without option „Safe Stop“
View without option "Safe Stop"
Electronic compartment

Motor compartment

To protection circuit
To Output stage

X2
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4
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6
7

Motor L
Motor N

AC Power
supply

Ballast
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PE

Chopper
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A

Motor

I/O

X1
A

Digital out 1-2(4*)
Digital in 1-4/8(6*)
Analog in*

B
C

Protection
Circuit

D
E

Encoder

Resolver

F
G
H
I

Digital in 7 - 8*
Optional Analog Input*

K

L
M

+24V DC

Filter

GND

N

Positioning
Module*

Options*

O
P
R

RS 232
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T
U

CommandRegister*

TXD
RXD
GND
Parameter/Diagnostics

X3

Profibus-DP*
CANopen*
RS485*

X4

galvanic Insulation

Logic/Microcontroller
Status

*) Dependant on
configuration or
hardware version.

*

072456
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13.2 With option „Safe Stop“
View with option "Safe Stop"
To protection circuit

Electronic
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P
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Logic/Microcontroller
Status

*) Dependant on
configuration or
hardware version.

*
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14. Accessories
14.1 Programming kit ServoLink
Consisting of:
- PC-Software for parameter adjustment, online-diagnostics and programming.
- Programming adapter and RS232 cable.

14.2 Assembled cables
•

Standard- and drag-chain suitable cables

•

Cables for ATEX – type drives

•

Signal-, Bus- and Power cable

•

With connectors on one or both sides

Signal cable:
Cable colour

Function

X1 - Pin No.

Violet

Digital Output 1

X1-A

Blue

Digital Output 2

X1-B

Red

Digital Output 3 / Digital Input 7

X1-C

Green

Digital Output 4 / Digital Input 8

X1-D

Yellow

Digital Input 1

X1-E

White-Green

Digital Input 2

X1-F

Brown-Green

Digital Input 3

X1-G

White

Digital Input 4

X1-H

Red-Blue

Digital Input 5 / Analogue Input +

X1-I

Grey-Pink

Digital Input 6 / Analogue Input -

X1-K

Yellow-Brown

Logic supply +24V

X1-L

White-Yellow

Logic Ground

X1-M

White - Grey

Start inhibitor (Only with option “Safe Stop”)

X1-N

Grey – Brown

Safe stop (Only with option “Safe Stop”)

X1-O

Grey

RS232 - Interface TxD

X1-S

Pink

RS232 - Interface RxD

X1-T

Black

RS232 - Interface Reference potential (Don’t connect to GND)

X1-U

Brown

Don’t connect Not used on some cables

-

Power Cable 3-wire (without ballast wires)
Cable colour

Function

X2 - Pin No.

Brown

Motor Supply L (230V AC)

X2-1

Blue

Motor Supply N (230V AC)

X2-2

PE

X2-7

Yellow-Green
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Standard-Power Cable 5-wire (with Ballast wires)
Cable colour

Function

X2 - Pin No.

Brown

Motor Supply L (230V AC)

X2-1

Blue

Motor Supply N (230V AC)

X2-2

Do not connect

X2-3

Black

Ballast

X2-4

Grey

Ballast

X2-5

Do not connect

X2-6

PE

X2-7

Yellow-Green

Drag-chain suitable PUR-Power Cable 5-wire (with Ballast wires)
Cable colour

Function

X2 - Pin No.

1

Motor Supply L (230V AC)

X2-1

2

Motor Supply N (230V AC)

X2-2

Do not connect

X2-3

3

Ballast

X2-4

4

Ballast

X2-5

Do not connect

X2-6

PE

X2-7

Yellow-Green

Profibus-DP Cable
Cable colour

Function

X3 - Pin No.

White or Green

A-Line

X3-2

Brown or Red

B-Line

X3-4

Shield

Shield

Housing

RS485 Cable
Cable colour

Function

X3 - Pin No.

White

Tx / Rx -

X3-2

Brown

Tx / Rx +

X3-4

Green

Ground

X3-3

Shield

Shield

Housing
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14.3 Plugs
- Signal, Bus and Power connector
•

Enable the customer to assemble the feed-line to suit his needs best.

14.4 Bus accessories
- Termination resistors
- Y-Adapter

14.5 Signal Converter
SK01 converts 24V PLC-signals to 5V RS422

14.6 Power supplies
Various voltages and current capabilities for DIN-Rail mounting.

14.7 Gear boxes
•

Planetary gear boxes in various sizes and precision levels form value to high precise.

•

1 to 3-stage gear boxes

•

Angled gear boxes

•

Worm gear boxes
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15. Order code
15.1 FIBRODRIVEplus
T/S: TyesiMotT/S.ABC.DEF.GGG-Hpe series and size of motor
T/S = SC for Servo-controller (only electronics, no motor)
A: Basic Version
1 = Amplifier mode, Analogue set value input, 4x digital In, 1x digital Out, Encoder out
2 = PLC interface, 8x digital In, 2x digital Out
3 = Profibus-DP, 8x digital In, 2x digital Out
4 = CANopen, 8x digital In, 2x digital Out
5 = RS485, 8x digital In, 2x digital Out
B: Position acquisition
4 = Resolver (4096 incr./rev)
5 = Absolute encoder (4096 incr./rev; 4096 revs)
C: Standstill brake
0 = No brake
1 = Brake
D: I/O Options (only on fieldbus-versions A = 3-5)
0 = no option (standard)
1 = 2 digital I/Os software assignable as input or output
2 = Analogue input
E: Optional address switches (only on fieldbus-versions A = 3-5)
0 = No switch
1 = Address switches
F: Safe stop
0 = No safe stop (standard)
1 = With function and inputs for safe stop according to EN954-1, Cat. 3
G: Custom specific options
3 digits specify custom versions
To be omitted on standard types.
H: Appendage for special types
e.g.: Ex for ATEX-types

15.2 Gearboxes
Fitted gearboxes have their own label and are not coded into the FIBRODRIVEplus identifier. For types and
sizes, please consult separate gearbox brochure.

Gearboxes have to be ATEX-types as well to maintain the protection class of the
drives.
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16. Disposal
This product consists of various materials. The following table shows the correct end-of-life treatment.

Material

Recycle

Dispose

Metal

Yes

No

Plastics material

Yes

No

Printed circuit board

No

Yes

Dispose the appropriate materials in accordance to the valid environmental protection laws.

Don’t throw hazardous substances in domestic waste!
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